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So here we are now
Above the blue sky
Have you heard?
There's a little rumor that everyone's here
I hear them calling
Calling out the numbers
Whose turn to go?
While everybody watches them try and shine

I didn't know where to go
I didn't know where you were

Yeah 'cause the poem is in motion as we take in
anything for
what we wanna become
Yeah and the world it keeps spinning
while I'm singing to myself in a bubble I made here
Yeah everything that I see and every moment that I feel
I'll be sending it home
Yeah to a far away place
where I'm singing with the world in a bubble I made
there
Yeah whatever we are, you are
Whatever you are, we are
It's all in the thought
We're all in the thought

So here we are
Floating with each other
On early on
I din't understand it, didn't know where to go
I still don't know if I have any answers about it all
But I hope that I'm closer to her

Now I know where to go
Now that I know where you are
Love will keep us going strong
Come on now, come on now, come on now

Yeah 'cause the poem is in motion
as we take in anything for what we wanna become
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Yeah and the world it keeps spinning
while I'm singing to myself in a bubble I made here
Yeah eveything that I see and every moment that I feel
I'll be sending it home
Yeah to a far away place where I'm singing
with the world in a bubble I made there
Yeah 'cause the poem is in motion
as we take in anything for what we wanna become
Yeah and the world it keeps spinning
while I'm singing to myself in a bubble I made there
Yeah everything that I see and every moment that I feel
I'll be sending it home
Yeah and I keep it all spinning
while I'm singing with the world in a bubble I made
there
Yeah whatever we are, you are
Whatever you are, we are
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